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George O’Neill, age 5

COOL LARVAE GROOVE ftp
Here's a group of groovy larvae

°Ce

getting on down to the latest jurgle

sounds. Well, forest sounds really, for these

sawfly larvae live in the cold conifer forests of

the north. When they are disturbed, they arch

their bodies and wriggle to and fro, just as if

they are dancing. They're so cool!

SIMBA'S WORLD
WhalesHi there!

The Grapevine

team is doing its

best to cat down

on pollution. I

walked to work this

morning. Secretary

Bird and Chick Reporter used their

wings and flew in. Elephant still

hasn’t turned up yet. I told her I didn’t

think cycling was a good way for her

to travel!

A TANGLE OF SNAKES press
In Canada, every spring, thousands of CARD
male red-sided garter snakes wriggle Oversea
out of their hibernation holes and neiw

Scr

hang around waiting for the females to

emerge. When the females come out, each one,

rather unwisely in my opinion, gives off a scent

which attracts the males. Soon, she is lost in a

living ball of snakes, tying themselves in knots just

for a little romance. To a snake-eater like me, it

looks like a very tasty tangle indeed!

Seas and Oceans

There are five footprints, just

i like this one, hidden in

this magazine. Can

you find them all? C. Treasure
Island

IifiFlK.1 REMEMBERS

Tears of the Hartebeest

FREE IN PART 58
A poster of a Rafiki-like

baboon to add to your

. ;
animal portrait gallery.

TWO’S COMPANY
Congratulations to these young '-ARl

klipspringers. They paired up last ^9ony

Saturday. The informal ceremony
n

took place on a rocky outcrop in

southern Africa. Only a few grasshoppers

were there to witness the event. The female

looked radiant in a thick, wavy coat, each

hair of which was minutely banded with

yellow and black. The pair may well stay

together for life, defending a small territory

of their own and, who knows, in time we
may hear the clatter of little hoofs.

Maria Flecher,

5 i What would you

unc to count a

herd of cow*?

Emma Loffler,

age 7 Vi

jJO)u|njwo.) \

.Susan Smith, age II

Zazu

Have a Heart!



SIMBA’S Vffl WORLD
Several different kinds of whales can be seen off

THE COAST OF AFRICA. SOME, LIKE RIGHT WHALES, CHOOSE

THE COASTAL WATERS FOR BREEDING, WHILE OTHERS, LIKE

KILLER WHALES, SWIM CLOSE TO THE SHORE TO FEED.

Whales
Until the Swedish scientist, Linnaeus,

discovered that whales are mammals,
people used to think they were fish. Like

seals, they are warm-blooded, breathe air

with lungs and give birth to live babies

which they feed with their milk. But

whales do not have fur to keep them

warm. Instead they rely on a thick layer of

blubber under the skin. Some have extra

fat in their liver and oil in their bones.

Seals haul themselves on to land to

give birth, but whales spend their entire

time in the water. Although some of them

are vast — the blue whale is larger than

any dinosaur that ever lived — they are

streamlined and surprisingly mobile.

They can leap, turn, dive, even stand on

their tails. They swim by making upward

strokes with their tails, not sideways ones

like fish.

Most whales are toothed whales with

rows of sharp teeth which they use to

catch their food. Some of the largest

whales in the world are baleen whales.

They have horny plates; instead of teeth,

which filter their food from the water.

Y TEARING TEETH
Compared to other

toothed whales,

killer whales do
not have many
teeth, but theirs

are very sharp and
point backwards.

This allows them
to tear chunks of

flesh from their

prey, which they

then swallow

whole.

KILLER WHALES

Killer whales are toothed whales with

very bold black and white markings: the

belly and the underside of the tail are

white and there is a large streak of white

behind each eye. There is also a saddle of

greyish white behind the dorsal fin.

Killer whales move about the oceans

of the world in family groups of between

four and forty members, called pods.

Small pods will have one adult male and

several females, while larger ones may
have several adult males. Because of

their vast size - a male weighs up to

9000kg - killer whales must eat a

huge quantity of food every day. They

take mainly fish and squid, but they

also eat other mammals, such as

dolphins, seals and other whales.

They often hunt in groups, using

echolocation to find their food. They

then drive the fish or mammals towards

the shallower waters of the shore so that

they cannot escape. In the Arctic Ocean,

killer whales have been seen to

deliberately tip up ice floes in order to

knock basking seals into the water!

WOW!
Killer whales have

such strong jaws

that they can toss

prey weighing up to

300kg into the air.

Their tails are so

powerful that they

can propel their

hefty bodies

through the water

at speeds of up to

50km per hour.

\
FACT FILE

|
KILLER WHALE

I Orcinus orca

. SIZE: Males can reach

I 9.5m and weigh up to
* 9000kg; females grow

to about 8m and weigh
up to 5500kg.

RANGE: They are found

in all the oceans of the

world, even among the

ice packs of the Arctic

and Antarctic.

DIET: Mainly fish and

squid, but they also take

mammals.

YOUNG: One baby is

I born every 3-8 years.

LIFESPAN: Up to 100

H years.

GROUP KILLS

Killer whales hunt

together in their

pods, or family

groups, and usually

stay close to the

surface. Sometimes
they splash the

surface of the water

with their tails and
flippers which

causes nearby fish

to panic.

VGIANT FIN

The male's pointed

dorsal fin is 2m
high, which makes
it the tallest fin of

any whale. The
female's is slightly

smaller and curves

backwards, like a

shark's.



WOW!
5 Right whales feed by gliding

through the water with their

> h mouths slightly open. Other

baleens take huge gulps. Blue

whales are the champion gulpers.

With just one gulp, a blue whale
can trap enough water to fill a

small swimming pool!

ISP ENDANGERED!

Right whales got their name
because the whalers thought

they were the right whales to

hunt: they swam slowly (and

so were easy to harpoon),

floated when they were dead

and produced plenty of baleen

and oil. Their oil was used for

soap, lamps and in weaving
and wool spinning. The baleen

was made into bristles for

brushes and stiffening for

ladies' clothes. Huge numbers

were harpooned and killed

from the twelfth century

onwards. They are now
protected, though bowheads,

which belong to their family,

are still hunted by Inuits.

Y For the first three weeks of

its life, the baby right whale

stays by its mother's side. After

this, it grows more confident

and starts to play, riding on her

back, circling away from her

and swimming back to slap her

with its flippers.

HUMPBACKS

•< BACKWARD FLIPS

Humpbacks have huge

heads and long front

flippers with a white line

along their front edges.

Sometimes they throw

themselves out of the

water and land on their

backs with a loud crash.

Y MEGA GULPS
When it's feeding, the

humpback stretches the

grooves along its throat

as it takes a huge gulp

of water. Then it

tightens the muscles

around the grooves so

that the water is forced

out through the baleen

filters which trap the

food.

BALEEN WHALES

Baleen whales have rows of a hard, horny substance

called ‘baleen’ that hang down from the roof of the

mouth like the teeth of a comb. These form a sieve

which traps the plankton in the water. Baleen

whales travel huge distances to feeding grounds

where they can find plenty of plankton during the

summer months, especially in the freezing waters

of the Southern Ocean. They store fat as blubber

and then travel to warmer waters to breed. They

are able to live off this stored fat for several weeks.

Y HARD HEAD
A right whale
has about 230
pairs of baleen

plates. It also has

growths of

hardened skin on

its head, which

become covered

with barnacles.

Humpbacks belong to a group of baleen whales

called rorquals, which have grooves in their skin

reaching from chin to belly. These grooves allow

the whale to stretch its throat in order to take in

huge amounts of plankton-filled water when it is

feeding.

Humpbacks feed in the cold waters of the

north and south and breed in warmer waters.

When they reach the breeding waters, the males

produce a haunting song which can last from six

to thirty-five minutes and can be heard at least

3 1km away. This seems to be a courtship song

to attract females.

Have you ever seen whales

blowing huge jets of water

into the air? Well. Rafiki told

me that what they're doing is

breathing out great whooshes
of stale air through their

nostrils when they've just

come up from a dive. The
water that's all round the

nostrils is pushed up as well.

Baleens have two nostril

holes but toothed whales

only have one.



like them - and that means pink!"

“You must be joking!" spluttered

Timon, deciding that, of the two,

mud was a better bet than pink!

“I’m a hunky meerkat, Simba, not a

flower!”

Pumbaa’s face brightened. “I

don’t know...” he said,

turning round and
round in a circle in an

attempt to study

himself, “...I think

pink might suit me
rather well!”

"Well, count me
out!" said Timon,

quite huffily. He sat

down on the dusty

ground and crossed his

arms in defiance. “The

sun would have to fall

from the sky before I’d turn pink!"

Simba didn't even try to argue.

“OK," he agreed. “We'll just sit

here, roasting,

without a single

drop of cool,

clear, refreshing water to drink.”

An hour later, Timon's tongue felt

like a piece of sandpaper. He was
hot. Boy, was he hot!

“Water! Water! I must have some
water!” he gasped, crawling round

on his hands and knees.

Simba ignored him. “Stop being

so dramatic! After all,

it’s your fault that we’re

not loafing in that

lovely lake right now,

so don’t blame us!"

“All right! All right!”

screamed Timon,

jumping to his feet.

“I’ve had enough of

this! If the only way
I’m going to get a drink

is to turn - ugh! -

pink
,
then let’s do it!"

Simba led his friends to a tree

that he’d seen earlier.

Hanging from

its branches

were lots

berries.

Simba and his friends

were trying to get a drink

at one of the great lakes,

but they were having

problems with some rather

snooty pink flamingos.

“If they won't let us get near

the lake for a drink, then we’ll disguise

ourselves and sneak up

without them noticing,"

Simba told Pumbaa and
Timon as they hid from

the angry flamingos in a

leafy bush near the lake.

Pumbaa thought this

sounded like terrific fun!

“Oooh, lovely! Can
we disguise ourselves

with mud?” the warthog

suggested, rolling on his

back, pretending to wallow in a deep,

sticky mud-hole. “I just adore mud!”
Timon looked horrified at the very

idea. “There is no way you are going

to get me to cover myself in

any nasty, icky-sticky goo!”

he snorted. “Unlike you, I

have my fine reputation

to think of!" Timon’s friends laughed.

“What reputation?” asked Simba.

Smoothing his ruffled fur, Timon put

his hands on his hips and began to

stalk around, posing for his friends just

like a fashion model on a catwalk.

“The reputation for being suave and
sophisticated, of course!” Timon

answered Simba.

Pumbaa, feeling

mischievous, stuck

out a leg. Timon
tripped over it and

landed flat on his

face in the dirt.

“Well, you’re not

looking very suave

and sophisticated

right now!” the

warthog sniggered.

Before another outbreak of name-
calling could erupt, Simba scrambled

between his two friends.

"Mud would be no good as a

disguise,” Simba said, and Pumbaa’s

face fell with disappointment. “The

only way we can blend in with the

flamingos is if we can colour ourselves

Pretty in

Pink
Part 2



The clusters of ripe red and unripe,

paler berries hung down invitingly.

Gathering Timon and Pumbaa
around him, Simba explained what

he wanted them to do.

“If we gather all of those berries,

then mix their red and pink juices

together, it will make a strongly pink-

coloured gloop. And there should just

be enough of it to cover us all!”

“But who is going to climb up and

get the berries?” asked Timon. When
Simba and Pumbaa stared straight at

him, Timon wished he hadn't asked.

“Well, Timon, you are the lightest

of the three of us...” said Pumbaa.

"And you are definitely the best

climber,” added Simba.

“I get all the rotten jobs,” Timon
muttered, scrambling up the tree.

Leaping with great ease from

branch to branch, he was soon

gathering up the berries - and

scoffing them down hungrily!

“Hey! Cut that out!” growled

Simba, from below. “We need all of

those berries for our disguise!”

Timon dropped a bunch of berries

down on Simba’s head. “I can't help

it,” he mumbled, his mouth stuffed

full of the berries. “These are some of

my favourites! They’re delicious!”

He continued picking - but he ate

more berries than he threw down.

On the ground, Pumbaa was
growing bored and grumpy.

“At this rate I'll be old and grey

^ before we have enough.” Then he

winked at Simba. "Sssh. Don’t tell

Timon, but 1 know a much quicker
7 way of collecting those berries!”

Then, with a loud cry of “Waaaa-

hoooo!" Pumbaa charged

the tree at a great

head-butting it as hard

as he could. WhaaaaamU!
“Stop that!" wailed Timon,

as the tree shook to and fro from the

impact. He tried to hold on, but it

was no use. With a strangled cry, he

slipped off the branch and fell out of

the tree, accompanied by a very

heavy shower of berries!

Timon landed on the ground on

his rump - and was then buried

beneath a great avalanche of berries.

Poking his head out of the top of

the pile, he gave Pumbaa a glare and
said, “If you’ve given me hiccups, I

am not going to be at all happy!”

“Hiccups would serve you right,

greedy-guts," chuckled Simba, as he
pulled Timon from the pile of

berries. “You can eat later, Timon.

We still have work to do.”

Simba led his friends back

towards the edge of the great lake.

The flamingos were far too busy

searching for tasty titbits in the

water to notice them.

Large feathers that the birds had

moulted lay strewn on the ground.

“Grab as many as you can,"

Simba whispered, picking up
mouthfuls of feathers. Then

they all hurried back with

the feathers to the

spot where they

had left the

berries.

Next week: A very

STRANGE CREATURE

MEETS THE FLAMINGOS!

Very soon, they had gathered

masses of feathers. Pumbaa simply

couldn’t resist leaping into the pile,

scattering pink feathers everywhere.

“What do we want all these for?"

he asked, making a real effort not to

howl with laughter - the feathers

were tickling him like crazy!

“If we are going to disguise

ourselves as flamingos, then we
really have to look the part,” Simba
explained. "Now, Pumbaa, it’s your

turn to do some work.”

And so, with Pumbaa doing the

job of an oversized rolling pin, they

set' to work crushing the berries to

make thick, pink, berry juice.

“Ha! Those fussy flamingos are

going to be in for a big surprise!”

chuckled Simba, as he helped Timon
to roll Pumbaa backwards and
forwards over the berries. “We
will get the better of them yet!”



Draw in the

^Byebrows, eyelid

Rid mouth. Put

leathers on the w ings

and tail. Draw in the

legs and feet
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Rraw a circle, then draw a

JRig curving line from it.

raw three-quarters of a circle

on the line, under the first circle.
in the eyeball,

$|Ip^>f the beak and

nrijfril. Put feathery

bits on the legs. Draw

stripes on the wings

and tail.
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St. Valentines Day is on February

14th, when we tell our friends and

family how much we love them.

Here are two surprising ideas which

use a heart - the symbol of love! 'JContinue folding until

you reach the ends of

the strips. Glue the ends

of the strips together,

then trim them.

l^Fold one strip over the

other at a right angle.

Repeat with the other strip,

pressing down firmly on

the folds as you go along.

Jumping Heart
YOU WILL NEED

[^Decorate the box

with poster paints or

glued-on giftwrap. Add
paper cut-outs, stickers,

sequins, fabric scraps or

whatever you fancy.

empty teabag box

cereal packet card

thick paper

pencil

scissors

poster paints

.glitter paints

J^Draw a heart

shape on to thin card.

Make it a size that fits

easily inside the box.

Cut it out and paint it

bright red. Add a

border of glitter

paint, if you wish.

A shocking, springy spider!

To .give someone a different sort of

surprise (or a real shock!) you could

cut out a black paper spider, or

other bug, and stick that to the

spring. W hat other things can you

think of as a spring-out surprise?

^From thick paper,

measure and cut two

4cm x 1 50cm strips. To

get the length you need,

you can join paper strips

together with sticky tape.

red
poster
_ Painty

^FWrite your

message on the heart.

Spread glue on one i

end of the paper I

spring. Stick it to the"

middle of the plain

side of the heart.

yGlue the ends

of the strips

together to form

a right angle.

Zazu says...

You could also use a small margarine

tub or other plastic food container. If

you do, you’ll have to decorate the tubs

with paper or acrylic paints, as poster

paints won’t stick to the plastic.

J^GIue the other end

of the spring in the

middle of the box.

Fully stretch out the

spring, then close the

box. Whoever opens it

will get a lovely

surprise!



Matchbox Messages
This is a great way to send a

special message. Whoever gets

the message is bound to

remember who sent it!

^JCut two bits of straw a little shorter

than the length of the matchbox. Cut

another 1 5mm-long bit, then push a

short elastic band through it. To

shorten a band that is too long,

double it over. ^ ^

Decorate the matchbox

cover. Write your friend's

name on the top part of it

and 'Other Way Up!' on the

bottom pah. Give it to your

friend, then wait for them to

get the message!

|

|

SEAS AND
OCEANS

Two-thirds of the Earth is covered with sea water. It

FORMS ONE CONTINUOUS AREA OF WATER. WE DO NOT THINK

OF IT AS ONE HUGE OCEAN, HOWEVER, WE THINK OF IT AS FIVE

LARGE OCEANS AND MANY SMALL SEAS.



A WATER STORES
The oceans are

reservoirs of the

world's water. Water

is essential to all life.

"Do the oceans

ever .get tired?"

"Of course.

They’re always
<

resting on the sea bed.”

MAKING WAVES
Waves are caused by

the wind. It pushes

against ripples on the

surface and makes
them bigger.

PUMBAA'S DREAM
At low tide, an estuary

(river mouth) becomes

a 'sea of mud'. The
river winds through it.

A MARKING TIDE

High tides leave

marks on the shore

which show how
high they've been.

The oceans are the vast bodies of water

that lie between the continents. Seas fill

smaller areas, between arms of land or

between islands and the mainland.

The Pacific is the largest and deepest

of the oceans. It covers an area of

l66,24l,700sq km, which is more than

a third of the area of planet Earth.

The Pacific's deepest part, the Marianas

Trench, lies 10,924m beneath the

surface. The other oceans, in descending

order of size, are the Atlantic, Indian,

Southern and Arctic.

The oceans are never still. Waves roll

and crash at the surface. They are caused

by the wind. The water in a wave does

not actually move along. It goes round

in a circle and its energy moves along

into another crest.

The oceans’ water also moves

along in great circular currents. At

the surface, these are caused by

winds. Deep down there are other

currents which may be moving in

the opposite direction. North of

the Equator, most currents tend to

flow in a clockwise direction; in

the southern hemisphere, they

move in an anti-clockwise

direction, as shown on the map.

<BERG AHOY!
An iceberg is a

block of ice that

has broken off the

end of a glacier.

It lies low in the

water, making it

look smaller than

it really is.

CURRENTS
Red arrows

indicate warm
currents, blue

indicate cold.

Currents affect

the climate of

coastal countries.

Y DOWN SOUTH
Large areas of sea

close to Antarctica

are always frozen.

The salt that is in the

oceans comes originally

from the land. Salt and

other minerals dissolve in the rain and are

carried to the sea by rivers. The heat of

the sun causes the water to evaporate. It

rises into the sky and forms clouds. The

minerals are left behind and, over time,

the oceans become more and more salty.

Together they contain about 50

quadrillion tonnes of dissolved minerals. |i

. SOUTHERN OCEAN
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TREASURE ISLAND

This is a map of Treasure island. Hidden

somewhere are some beautiful pearls. Follow the

clues below and see if you can find them!

As you read through the clues, cross off the

squares on the map. One square will be revealed

which is where the pearls lie. Good luck!

-Vv\

Y/br

1 No coconut trees mark the spot.

2 Keep aw ay from the volcano.

3 Don’t wade through the swamps.

4 There is no beach or sea in the secret

square.

5 No banana trees grow nearby.

6 Red-leaved bushes don’t shade the treasure.

7 You don’t need to pick any pineapples.



NUTTY NUMBERS
Using numbers zero to seven, how

many ways are there to add three

numbers together to make a total of

eight? A number can be used more

than once, but a group of numbers

cannot be repeated in a different order.

COCONUT SHAPES
Can you match up the pairs of

coconut shells round this page

to make five whole coconuts?

NUMBERED LEAVES
The numbers on each leaf of this coconut

tree add up to 32. Which numbers should

replace the question marks?

TRUNK WORD LADDER
Can you move from SAND to ROCK

changing one letter each time? The

clues below may help you.

Mlo
vy
O
yy
O
yy

a
yy

n
8
8
8
sv

8
8
8
8
8
8

* «

8
v

“Have you
NOTICED THAT
THE HARTEBEEST

ALWAYS LOOKS

tearful? Well,
HERE’S THE
REASON WHY.”

Tears of the
Hartebeest

"t ushbuck had a beautiful

«< daughter and there were many
J animals who wanted to marry

her. But the daughter was a shy

creature and could not make up her

mind. However, her father had

thought up a way of choosing between

her suitors.

“Whichever among you is able to

collect the most scrumptious food for

us to eat will have my permission to

marry my daughter,” said Bushbuck,

Many animals in the veld joined in

the search for a very special meal.

They combed the trees and bushes for

all sorts of berries and leaves and, at

the end of the day, presented their

collections to Bushbuck.

What a feast there was that night!

Bushbuck, his family and friends had

never had such a party! Judging the

entries was extremely difficult, but in

the end they decided that Zebra had

provided the most interesting and



marks, get set, go!” and off they went.

This time Hartebeest went speeding

past all the other entrants to win easily.

But when he came to claim his prize,

he found Zebra embracing Bushbuck’s

beautiful daughter.

Bushbuck looked embarrassed.

“I'm sorry," he said, “but it seems

that my daughter has made up her

mind at last. And as her happiness is

prime concern, I will not go

her wishes."

Hartebeest looked very

Then two tears

And so, to be fair, Bushbuck decided to

hold another competition.

“This time, I am going to hold a

race. Whoever is the fastest animal and

wins the race, can marry my
" announced Bushbuck.

On the day of the race, all the

animals who thought they had

a chance of winning

assembled. Bushbuck

shouted, “On your

TREASURE ISLAND
The pearls are hidden in square K3.

Coconut Shapes: 1/9; 2/6; 3/10; 4/7 and
5/8.

Numbered Leaves: A = 1 1 ; B = 8;C = 6;

D= 3; E = 2; F= 12 and G= 10.

Trunk Word Ladder: 1 Sank; 2 sack;

3 sock.

Nutty Numbers: There are nine ways to

make a total of eight. 7+0+1; 5 + 2+1;
4 + 3+1; 6 + 0 + 2; 2 + 2 + 4; 4 + 4 + 0;

3 + 3 + 2; 1 + 1+6 and 5 + 0 + 3.




